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Abstract 
A brief and elementary proof is given for a theorem of Bass, Connell and Wright. Suppose 
F = X + H is a polynomial map. If His homogeneous of degree 2 2 and has Jacobian matrix 
whose square is zero, then Fis invertible with inverse G = X - H. We also point out an error in 
a previous published proof of this result. 
Let F: @” -+ @” be a map. Then F(X) = (F,(X), , F,(X)) for each 
X = (Xi, . ,X,) in C”. The Jacobian matrix of F is defined by 
rW aF1 . ~ 
ax, 
. . 
. . 
. . . I . . aFn __ ax, 
If each e is a polynomial in X,, . , X,, then F is said to be a polynomial map. The 
Jacobian Conjecture states that if the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of a poly- 
nomial map F is a nonzero constant, then F has an inverse which is also a polynomial 
map, i.e., F is an automorphism. Bass, Connell and Wright have reduced the conjec- 
ture to the case where E = Xi + Hi with Hi cubic homogeneous for all i and J(H) 
nilpotent. They also settled the case (J(H))2 = 0. More explicitly, they proved the 
following [2, Corollary 5.4, p. 3291: 
Suppose that F = (F,, . . . , F,), where each fi = Xi + Hi and HI, . . . , H, are 
homogeneous polynomials in @[X1, . ,X,] of the same degree d 2 2. If 
(J(H))’ = 0, then F has polynomial inverse G = (G,, . , G,), where 
Gi = Xi - Hi for all i. 
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The original proof depends on a tree expansion theorem whose proof is lengthy and 
is not easily accessible to the reader. In [7], Wu attempted to give another proof 
which, if correct, would also yield a slightly stronger result. Namely, any such 
automorphism is linearly conjugate to an elementary automorphism. However, his 
proof is faulty since his Lemma 5 [7, p. 3121 is false for the complex field @ (though 
true for the real field R). This lemma claims that for quadratic homogeneous poly- 
nomial feC[X,, . . ,X,], Cl= 1 (afl13X~)~ = 0 implies f= 0. A counterexample is 
f = x: - 2ixr x2 - x;. 
In this paper, we give a short and elementary proof of the theorem based on the 
familiar Taylor expansion. 
Throughout we fix HI, . . , H, EC[X~, . . . . X,]. For each PEC[X~, . . ,X,] define 
AP= i FHi. 
izloxi 
It follows immediately from this definition that the operator A is linear and satisfies 
the product rule. 
Lemma 1. For P,,P, EC[X~, . ,X,] and 1,,12 EC, we have 
(1) A(l,P, + EqP2) = AlAPI + /12AP2, 
(2) A(P,P,) = P,AP, + P,AP,. 0 
For each positive integer m define inductively 
AP 
A”P = 
if m= 1, 
A(A”-’ P) ifm>l. 
We also need the following version of the Taylor expansion. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that P EC[X,, . . ,X,1. Then 
P(XI + HI, . ,X, + H,) - P(X1, . ,X,) 
. ..+L i amp Hi, ... Hi_ + ... . q 
m!i, .. i,=l dXi;..aXi,_ . . 
Lemma 3. Suppose that AH1 = AH2 = ... = AH,, = 0. Then,for each PE@[X,, . . . , 
X,] and each positive integer m, 
A”P= i 
amp 
aXi, . aXim 
Hi, Him. 
il.. ,i,=l 
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Proof. The case m = 1 follows from the definition. For m 2 1 we have 
(by induction hypothesis) 
(by Lemma 1 and hypothesis) 
Hi, ..‘Hi_+,. Cl 
il.. ..i,=l i,+l=l 
Lemma 4. Suppose that AHi = Ofor all i. Then for each P EC [X,, . . . ,X,], 
P(Xl+Hl,..., X,+H,)=P(Xl,..., X.)+A*P+&AP+ . . . + $ Amp + . . . 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. 0 
Theorem 5. Suppose that H 1, . . . , H, E C [X,, . . . , X,] are homogeneous of the same 
degree d 2 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) F = (F,, . . . ,F,) and G = (G,, . . . , G,) are inverses where fi = Xi + Hi and 
Gi = Xi - Hi for all i. 
(2) Hi = Hi(X1 + HI, . . . ,X, + H,) for all i. 
(3) Hi = Hi(XI - HI, . . . ,X, - H,) for all i. 
(4) AHi = 0 for all i. 
Proof. It is enough to show that (4) o (2), (4) o (3), and (1) o (2)&(3). 
(4) + (2) Apply Lemma 4 with P = Hi. 
(2) * (4) Apply Lemma 2 with P = Hi and note that the mth term on the 
right-hand side, if not zero, has degree (d - m) + dm. Since d 2 2, no two nonzero 
terms have the same degree. Therefore the first term, i.e., AHi, must be zero. 
(4) * (3) Similar to (4) * (2) but with - HI, . . . , - H, in place of HI, . . . , H, 
in the statement of Lemma 4. 
(3) * (4) Similar to (2) + (4) but with - HI, . . . . - H, in place of HI, . . ..H. 
in the statement of Lemma 2. 
(1) o (2)&(3) Observe that Fo G = identity mapping on @” is equivalent to 
F(G(X)) = X for all XEC”. Moreover, 
F(G(X)) = X 
0 fi(G(X)) = Xi for all i 
0 G,(X) + Hi(G(X)) = Xi for all i 
0 Xi_Hi+Hi(XI_HH1,...,X,-HH,)=Xi foralli 
0 Hi = Hi(X1 - HI, . . . ,X, - H,) for all i. 
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Similarly, G 0 F = identity mapping on C” o Hi = Hi(X1 + Hi, ,X, + H,) for all 
X and all i. 0 
Corollary 6. Suppose that F = (F,, . . . , F,) : @” + @” is a map with Fi = Xi + Hi, where 
HI, , H, are homogeneous polynomials in X,, . . . ,X, of the same degree d 2 2. If 
(J(H))’ = 0, then F is invertible with inverse G = (G,, , G,), where Gi = Xi - Hi for 
all i. 
Proof. Using Euler’s identity, we have 
(JW))2 xl;] = J(H))x[:::] = [:::,:I. 
Since (J(H))2 = 0, it follows that dHi = 0 for all i. Now use Theorem 5. 0 
Remarks. (i) In the proof of Corollary 6, we observe that (J(H))’ = 0 implies that 
d Hi = 0 for all i. If the converse is not true, then Theorem 5 is stronger than Corollary 
6. For II = 2, the converse is true, but it remains open for n > 2. 
(ii) All the propositions in this paper remain true if C is replaced by a Q-algebra. 
(iii) Corollary 6 is no longer true if @ is replaced by a field of positive characteristic 
p in view of the familiar example Fl = X1 + X7 and F2 = X2. In this case J(H) = 0 
and so (J(H))2 = 0, but F = (FI, F2) is not invertible. 
Since the submission of this paper, we have learned that there are other proofs of 
this result. Of these, [3], [S] and [6] are still of considerable length; [4] uses trilinear 
maps and [l] manages to shrink the proof to a single page by using Eulerian 
operators and power series. We think our proof is more elementary because only 
“high school algebra” is used with no mention of power series nor of the fact that 
a one-sided polynomial inverse is also two-sided. 
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